
Workshop Wrap Up
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10-14th October 2022

Chris Brew and Christoph Beyer for the Organizing Committee



Special Thanks

• First of all, thank you to all of you for travelling and joining us here for 
the first in-person Workshop since 2019



Special Thanks 2

• To Helge
• Thank you for setting up this series of Workshops, organizing the previous 7 

and your invaluable support and guidance to Christoph and me as we 
muddled our way through this



Quiz: Name the film/superhero?





Workshop in Numbers

• 30 Attendees
• 20 from Europe (inc. 7 from Italy)

• I think more biased towards experienced admins than past workshops

• Travel is hard, many institutes only sending one person

• Mix of new faces and old friends

• 18 Institutes from 12 Countries





Presentations

• 41 Contributions by 15 Presenters
• Scheduled Duration 15h25m

• HTC Team – 12h0m

• Users – 3h25m

• Discussion 1h25m open discussion – lots included in the other sessions

• Office Hours 50m

• 30m Show and tell session - I enjoyed this

• Interesting wide range of talks, high quality presentations.

• New style of themed sessions, I thought them interesting and a success but 
let us know if you think different

• Thanks to speakers and chairs for flexible time keeping to keep us on schedule



Visit

• Very interesting tour of Cuneo
• Learned a lot about the history of Cuneo

• Thanks to Gabriele and Enrica for organizing



Breaks

• Coffee Breaks

• Lunches

• Organized Social Events
• Reception

• Workshop Dinner

• And the impromptu social events

• Countless hours of valuable discussion and networks built and 
reenforced



Facilities

• Excellent Venue
• Right size for the group
• Magnificent AV Facilities

• Mostly Smooth running

• Separate room for Lunch and Coffee



Next Workshop

• The Organizing Committee and the HTCondor Team suggest we 
continue with the series

• Have a number of offers to host us but open to more

• Is the length (3.5 days Tuesday to Friday lunchtime) right?

• Is the frequency (annual) right?

• In person/Virtual/Hybrid?

• Send feedback on those and any other things to me, Christoph or 
anyone else in the organizing committee.



Advert – HEPiX Workshop Series

• Interested in presentations and exchange of experience on computing for 
large-scale sciences? 
• Computing and batch systems
• Storage and file systems 
• IT facilities
• Networking and security
• Basic IT services
• End-user IT services and operating systems
• Grids, clouds, virtualisation

• Consider joining HEPiX workshops
• Next one October 31st to November 3rd Umeå, Sweden hosted by NeIC – registration 

still open

• https://www.hepix.org



Thanks

• To all the speakers for their interesting contributions

• Once again to all of you for coming here and your contributions to the 
discussions.



More Thanks

• The Organizing Committee:
• Helge Meinhard

• Todd Tannenbaum

• Catalin Condurache

• Antonio Puertas-Gallardo

• Gabriele Fronzé

• Greg Thain

• Josep Flix

• Michel Jouvin

• Matthew West



Yet more thanks:

• The HTCondor Team
• Miron Livny

• Todd Tannenbaum

• Greg Thain

• Jamie Frey

• Brian Lin



Final Special Thanks

• The local organiser, Gabriele Fronzé

• INFN Torino for the admin support

• The Confindustria Cuneo and Casa Betania for making 
us so comfortable



Goodbye
Have a good journey home

Stay Safe and
see you next time


